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Abstract

The components of the SLD barrel (_erenkov Ring

Imaging Detector (CRID) are now built and are being in-
stalled. We report on tests of these components, including

tests of the fiber optic calibration system, detailed stud- _ : _ ...

,°. o.pro u   on,,ft +detectors, tests of the dynamic gating system and its ef- _c
fect on drift path distortions due to space-charge, and a ! (_ _) ///j /
measurement of the electron lifetime in a production drift | /] FloUCagoh-_-¢_lI Exlemal __cSZ_ h.a)'//J/,o on .....
recirculated liquid freon and on the effects of CRID con- [L_ __ _ __,/___"__ _e__D__so_iI._.............. Daloctof

struction materials on electron lifetime.
//

L_u_ Radlalor//
I. INTRODUCTION (ce F,,) L

The components of the SLD barrel CRID [1] are now
completed and are in the process of installation in the
SLD detector. The barrel CRID (Fig. 1) will provide SLD
with excellent particle identification over the central 70%
of the solid angle. The combination of ga_ous mad liquid
radiators will allow _/K/p separation up to more than s_ s- ,,.;;_:

30 GeV/c and e/Tr separation up to about 6 GeV/c.

* *Work supported in part by Department of Energy contracts Fig. 1 Principal Components of the SLD Barrel CRID.
DE-AC03-76SF00515 (SLAC) and DE-AT03-79ERT0023,

and by National Science Foundation grants PHYS8-13669 Figure 1 shows a section of the barrel CRID, which' and PHY88-13018, ,

* " Present Address: EP Division, CERN, CH-1211, Geneva consists of a large vessel that will be filled with the gaseous
23, Switzerland. radiator C5F12 and held at 40°C, well above the C_F12

o Present Address: University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, USA. boiling point of 30°C. Inside are ten azimuthal sectors on

* Permanent Address: Inst. of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, each side of the midplane, each consisting of two liquid
630090, USSR. radiator trays, two drift boxes, and four rows of five mir-

_Speaker. rors. The liquid radiators are a 1-cm-thick layer of CEF14

b Present Address: Centre de Physique des Particules, Fsc- contained in a 124 by 34 cm tray. The side of the tray
ulte des Sciences de Luminy, IN2PZ-CNRS, 13288, Mar- facing away from the beam is quartz, which is transpar-
seille, France. ent to the expected (_erenkov photons. The other sides
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are G-10. Photons produced in the liquid are proximity , i.,_o,P,vo,_
focused onto the near side of the drift box, and those pro- [ ,, y.zP,,,,

[Z /l¢"-_ PulseO N 2 t.asor

duced in the gas are focused by the spherical mirrors onto _ _ (3_ "Y t.ase, ttanupottthe far side. ...,

iVThe drift box is a 127-cm-long by 30-urn-wide time .,_:_.
projection chamber containing ethane with about a 0 1% "]'/._" .:__ooa,,z -:"3_'/g'l XI' //._..1 " _ w,.0o.///'AUII4
admixture of tetr akis [dimethylamino]ethylene (TM A E), __i(__(4((__(5_f////.2%//__,',',,'-" -.._z.-_ IIIII1(M93SlgnalSwP C wit e ,)1I ....... li

Y_22Z/222_ -1_' To e,o" I pa.t, jwhich can be ionized by Cerenkov photons with wave.. II __ ........ ".'f,_X"2x "_ I , _ IAcou,st*orq
' II _¢": I ,.,.o,,t

lengthbelow 230 nm, yielding single electrons. The inner I'/ ....................,-........ ' 'and outer sides are quartz, the other sides G-10. The pho- i
toelectrons drift away from the midplane, toward a single 1_o, ,,_o_0,0)1_[ ]I _' Q_,yo I r---e_-cH..c=,.
electron detector [2], consisting of a plane of 7 prr, car- o____j c0_]_,, ._3z_._ .

ben fibers with a 3.2 mm pitch. The readout electronics o _'::_£°_s_0_[:: [ _'_/_11 _c_::_l/]_,uAe 'Q"are described in Ref. [3], The depth of the drift box is _ uv/ uv I 3"1 I._'1T- ,_b,,,MOOHO, _ ' "
PM'[ Cell Monochrorr, alo,

tapered, increasingfrom6tolOcmalongiAledriftdirec- __ _ '.°rl _'J '-:' Vtion, to ensure that, drifting electrons do not diffuse onto _80c_,,h
the quartz windows. The taper is larger on the outer than _ _ _ _ _j) PMT OFO-_vI_

I L_J_ t_ ,"-----* '°Q__?_ I
the inner window due to the radial component of the SLD . _ I [""'-.----. I Eto_,or_I
magnetic field. _ I// I L,tol,m,I ,,,,

The three production coordinates of the photoelec- A_pl,,o, t0,,,, |s0tAa

tron are determined from the drift time, the anode fiber
address, and by charge division along the fiber. Together Fig. 2 The test apparatus for drift boxes and the proto-
with information from the SLD central drift chamber [1], type gas monitoring system.

the (_erenkov angle is then reconstructed, giving the par-

ticle mass. Each coordinate must be determined to an ac- optical fiber system is adequate to measure the field af-
curacy of about 1 mm in order to precisely match charged ter installation in the CPdD. Also, a few boxes are being
tracks in the drift chamber with CPJD rings, mapped more extensively with the movable laser in or-

The components undergo rigorous testing, much of der to best understand the information from the limited
which has been reported previously [2,4]. We present here number of fibers.
several new results concerning drift boxes' first tests of

the fiber optic calibration and drift velocity monitoring III. THE FIBER OPTIC CALIBRATION SYSTEM
system on a drift box; first tests of the dynamic gating

system on a full drift-box-detector system---in particular, A system of optical fibers will provide fiducial lines
its ability to prevent drift path distortions due to space- in the drift boxes. Figure 3 shows a schematic of this

charge; first detailed maps of drift paths in production system: a UV flashlamp I will illuminate a set of 600-#m
drift boxes; and measurements of the electron attachment 2
lifetime in a drift box. In addition, we present tests of core-diameter Fiberguide UV-transmitting optical fibers,
the effects of materials used in CRID construction on UV one for each drift box. E_ch of these fibers illuminates a

transparency of the liquid radiator freon and on the cleo- bundle of nineteen 200 #m fibers a which penetrates tile
tron lifetime, main vessel volume at the outer edge of the drift box. The

other ends of these fibers are held by collimators glued at
several points on the outer quartz window. The blackII. THE DRIFT BOX TEST SETUP
del,in plastic collimators have a 0.()12-inch-diameter hole

Extensive tests efd,irt box and detector systems have at the quartz window that produces a beam with angular
been done with the apparatus shown in Fig. 2. A drift box divergence 34 to 44 mrad. The error in centering the fiber
and detector are held at 40°C surrounded by freon in a Iu- leads to an uncertainty of about 15 mrad in the angle of '

cite box. Prototype data azquisition and gas monitoring the beam.
systems are connected. A UV flashlamp (not shown) and The arrangement of fibers is shown in the lower part ,
600 pm optical fiber are used to input light to the fiber of Fig. 3. There are three different orientations for various
optic calibration system, as described in the next section, purposes' eight are directed perpendicular to the quartz

Alternately, the box can be illuminated by a nitrogen laser window (indicated by dots in the figure) and will be used
(337 nm), which is movable across the top of the box (the continuously to monitor the electron drift, velocity, which

must be known to 0.1%, to achieve 1 mm production pointz-y plane) and free to rotate in the y-z plane. By compar-
ing reconstructed lines with those of known position from
the optical fibers or laser, the drift field can be mapped. 1 tlamamatsu model L2435

Since it is not practical to map the field in ali the produc- 2 Model SFS600Z, Fiberguide Industries, Stirling, NJ
tion drift boxes, one aim of our tests is to verify that the 3 Model SFS200Z, Fiberguide Industries, Stirling, NJ
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6oo_.,npuT II _ar_zw,naow_ & "

coref,ber II ___ Initial tests of the fiber optic system indicate that it
will satisfactorily perform its primary role of accurately

200p.fibersend monitoring drift velocities with sets of about 1000 shots
in collimators, taken hourly, Figure 4 shows results of a test using sets of

Location of tiducial U.V. hghl spols on drill tube quartz window 1000 shots taken every ten minutes. The average arrival
_... time of signals from each of the four vertical fibers along

i i the central drift axis is found, ands line fitted to find the

1 _ drift velocity, Point accuracy below the .1% requirement
• 0 _ •

y _ i is seen. The gradual increase is consistent with tempera-
1 ture and pressure variation in the test setup., .-, . The charge division calibration and drift paths will

,09_, _'_^_ be checked in dedicated runs during down time, Tests of
Fig. 3 The fiber optic calibration system, the calibration check have shown that the 1% requirement

can be achieved on ali wires with several minutes running.
Drift path measurements have been made with theaccuracy at the longest drift. The remaining fibers are

angled at 450 with respect to the quartz window, in the fibers on two boxes, and agree with laser data. Figure 5
planes indicated by the arrows in Fig. 3. The four fibers is an example of such a measurement, using the central
nearest the detector and angled perpendicular to it will angled fiber. The reconstructed hits are binned by ar-
be used to check the charge division calibration of the rival time, and the average depth in the box _ is found for
wires, which n,ust be known to 1%. The remaining angled each bin. The rate is kept low (about 0.1 hits per flash),
fibers will be used to measure drift path distortions in the to keep to a. minimum multiple hits which might overlap.
depth coordinate z, and ali fibers will be used to measure The average depths are expected to fall on a line of known
distortions in the width coordinate z. slope [Fig. 5(a)], given by the fiber angle and measured

The throughput of UV light in this system is found drift velocity. The dashed line has this slope, and its in-
to be very sensitive to the surface quality on the ends of tercept has been fitted to the central region of the data.
the fibers, as well as to their alignment 'with the flashlarnp Figure 5(b) shows the residuals, or z-distortion, in mil-
and each other in the bulkhead. With careful polishing limeters. The horizontal axis has been converted to the
of ali ends, enough light is provided by the Hamamatsu expected z value, The z-distortion does not exceed 1 mm,
flashlamp to see more than one hit in the drift box per This is achieved by careful matching of the electric fields

' fiber per flash. A more difficult problem is to make the in the drift region and the detector [4]. This adjustment
light output of each fiber in a given bundle of 19 uniform, is available to each drift box in the barrel CRID, and will

, The transmission of short segments such as used here is be made based on optical fiber data.
• subject to large variations from the manufacturing pro-

cess. The uniformity also depends on end-surface quality, IV. GATING CIRCUIT TESTS
alignment, and a limiting radius of curvature of the 200
/Jm fibers. The uniformity on the bench of the 40 bundles The detector is gated to prevent p_itive ions from
produced ranges from a factor of 2 to 6, between bright- avalanches from charging up the drift volume. A section
est and dimmest. The standard deviation of the light out- of the detector is shown in Fig. 6., together with simu-
puts is typically 50% of the mean. The uniformity of light lated drift trajectories for the two electrostatic configura-
output from box to box will be obtained by adjusting the tions of the gate. The cathode is at the bottom of the fig.
distance of each 600-pm-fiber from the flashlamp, ure, the dots ,'epresent the anode carbon fibers, the series
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Fig. 5 A z-distortion measurement from the central opti-,
cal fiber: (a) average depth versus arrival time; (b) resid-
uals versus expected depth; (c) as (b), but ungated.

of rectangular pieces are the blinds which prevent photon
feedback, and the top row of dots are the gate wires. In

the open configuration, the gate wires are held at a con- NominalPositive PositiveIon
stant voltage of -4.2 kV, and both electrons and positive IonTrajectories Trajectorieswith
ions are free to drift through. When the gate Closes, an the Gating On
additional bias of-t-350 V is applied to alternate wires, (+350volts)

preventing the drift of charged particles through the gate. ,0.88 8,_5,_
The SLC will provide beam crossings at a rate of

120 Hz. It is planned to hold the gate open for 50/_s after Fig. 6 Geometry of the single electron detector, includ-
each crossing to admit electrons drifting the full length of ing simulated drift trajectories for (a) electrons and (b)
the box. Since the positive ions drift much more slowly positive ions with gates open and closed.
than electrons, the gate will be closed by the time they

reach it and none will enter the drift volume. In addition, as to illuminate the region close to the detector in y uni-
most of the non-beam-related background ionization will formly in x-z. Photoelectrons were copiously produced
be gated away, increasing the lifetime of the anode carbon and--with the gating off-drifted in and avalanched, pro-
fibers, ducing positive ions which filled the drift volume more or '

Tests of the gating in static mode have been re- less uniformly. The intensity of the lamp is varied and the
ported [5]. The final gating circuit prototype is used in space-charge density monitored by measuring the current '

the above setup, the gate opening 120 times per second drawn by the cathode using a custom nanoammeter [6].
for about 150 gs, with laser or optical fiber shots com- Figure 7 shows the z-distortion measured in the center of

ing 50/_s before closing. If the' gating circuit is turned the drift box for several different space-charge densities.
off (gate always open), then Fig. 5(b) becomes fig. 5(c). The solid lines are the result of a simulation. The density
There is a very small difference between the two, which normalization is derived from the simulation, and agrees
may be attributed to the space-charge due to cosmic rays. with a rough calculation based on the cathode current

In a more severe test of the gating ciruit, a contin- to 200£. Large distortions are observed, increasing with
uous UV lamp is used to flood the drift volume with cha_'ge density. When the gating was turned on, the cath-
space-charge: the aperture of the lamp was adjusted so ode current dropped to the expected 2% of its previous
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,0,0 z (mm) ,,,,^, tortions are small throughout the main volume ofthe drift
boxes tested. Two production boxes have been mapped in

Fig. "_ z-distortion measured with space-charge densities more detail near all the sides. We present measurements
of (a) 0.5, (b) 1.5, (c) 2.5 x 106 ions per cm3 (the solid on the worse of the two boxes tested.
lines are results of an electrostatic simulation), and (d) The drift path maps were made with the laser at a

measured under the same conditions as (c) except that 450 angle in the y-z plane, and at various positions in
the gating has been turned on. x-y. First, the drift volume to detector field matching

was found to agree with the optical fiber measurements in
the center of the box. Then, with no other adjustments,

value and these distortions disappeared [Fig. 7(d)]. Simi- measurements were made elsewhere. Figure 8 shows that
lar effects were observed on distortions in the x-direction, no visible distortion develops with longer or shorter drift
The drop in cathode current indicates that the gate effec- distance along the central line. The domain of the data
tively prevents electrons from entering while clo_ed, and varies because of the taper in the box depth. No change
the complete elimination of distortions indicates that it is observed until the sidewalls in z are approached. Fig-

' prevents ions from those which entered when open from ure 9 shows some structure developing with drift distance
exiting to the drift volume, at 1.5 cm (3.5 wires) from one side. These distortions ill-

crease rapidly as the side is approached. Distortions up
V. MAPPING THE DRIFT FIELD to 6 mm have been observed at this side. Typically, the

maximum on a side is 2 to 3 mm.

To meet the physics goals of the CRID detector, the The photoelectrons from a given laser line typically
path of an electron's drift in the drift boxes, nominally reach 2 to 4 wires due to finite beam radius and diffusion.

parallel to the beam, must be known to 1 mm in the The average arrival position in the x-direction of many sig-
transverse directions. We have shown earlier [4] that dis- nsls can therefore be found to better than the wire pitch,
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VI. MEASUREMENT OF THE ELECTRON

Fig. 9 z-distortion measurements 1.5 cm from one side LIFETIME

of a drift box for drift distances of (a) 42, (b) 78, and
(c) 117 cm. The small (_erenkov photoelectron statistics require

that photoelectrons reach the detector efficiently. We

are therefore very sensitive to the presence of impurities
in the gas and to the electron capture properties of the

and drift distortions in this direction measured. Along drift gases, ethane and TMAE. In particular, freon cap-
the centerline, the drift may be at a slight angle in z-y, tures electrons very weil, and the freon atmosphere in the

due to the alignment precision of the field-shaping arrays, test setup serves as a very stringent leak test. Both the
This is measured with the central optical fibers to be less test setup and Cl{ID are equipped with electron lifetime

than 1 mrad in the two boxes tested, and so other mea- monitors (see next section), which are useful for spotting
surements are referenced to the centerline. Distortions changes in the lifetime in the output gas. However, it is

desirable to me,, _ure this quantity directly in a produc-in z are then found to be small in most of the box vol-
tion drift box.

ume, with the exception of the region neat the side walls. The efficiency with which photoelectrons reach the
Figure 10 shows the difference between measured and ex- detector can be measured as a function of drift distance,

pected average x position as a function of distance from using either the laser or optical fibers as input. The sys-
one side wall, for drift over (a) one-half and (b) the full tematic accuracy with which the number of photoelec-
length of the box. A positive distortion here is toward the trons produced at each point can be known is limited to
center of the box. Distortions depend on depth, are small a few percent by the rapid variation in intensity of the

except on the nearest few wires, and reach a maximum of flashlamp and laser, the uniformity in transparency of the
2 to 3 mm on the boxes studied so far. Overall, the distor- quartz windows, and the correction for the varying depth
tions are smadl, reasonably well-behaved, and appear to of the drift box. Therefore, we cannot reliably measure
1 correctable at the millimeter level almost everywhere lifetimes long compared to the time required to drift the
in these two boxes, full length of the box .



Different gases can be compared using the optical 800 - 1 I1 _ 1 I 1 !.....

fibers. The relative illumination of each is not measur-

able to the required accuracy, but should not change over
the long time needed for statistics and gas changeover, .... 600

if the input optics remain constant. Sincethe fibers axe CD

illuminated simultaneously, the comparison is insensitive .E_ 400 !

to fluctuations in the lamp intensity. We have compared _ f-

the ratio of signal rates from the central fibers at each '_
end of the drift box for pure ethane and for ethane plus 200
0.1% TMAE, and found a 5 + 4% decrease with the ad- -'
dition of TMAE over a drift time of 25 ps, The error is 0 1 I J 1 J I I I ___0 100 200 300 400

, composed of about equal statistical and systematic con-

, tributions. Thus the TMAE itself captures electrons at a ,0._o Drift Field (V/cre) _.,_^,

slow rate, less than about 0.004 per ps. Fig. 11 Electron lifetime measured for various drift
, It is possible to observe a lifetime by increasing the fields. The open circle is a measurement for pure etha, ne,

total drift time, i.e., by reducing the drift field. At these the rest for ethane plus 0,1% TMAE.
relatively low fields, the lifetime is not expected to de-
pend on the drift field. We have made measurements of

the lifetime using the laser at several drift field values, drift box/detector assembly, and the nominal operating
which are shown in Fig. 11. Only statistical errors axe gas flow rate of 250 cc/min is used. The gas is then pa.ss_.d
shown. We estimate systematic errors on each point, as to the alpha ionization detector, in which the ionization

well as an overall systematic error of about 50 ps. There electrons are drifted through a 6 cm electric field and col-
are three measurements at the full drift field, one of which lected on an anode plate, The collected charge varies ex-
gives almost infinite lifetime, and one of which (the open ponentially with the Calculated drift time, with an absorp-
circle) was made without TMAE in the gas. The three tion time that is characteristic of the gas mixture and is
cover a wide range, but are indistinguishable within er- typically > 300 /zs for pure CH4 and about 200 ps for
rors. However, the other measurements are reasonable, TMAF_,-laden CH4. Materials inducing electron lifetimes
and the lifetime does not appear to depend on the drift of less than 75% of the baseline value measured with the

field over this range. In no case is the measured lifetime materials testing chamber empty are deemed unaccept-
below 200 ps. A weighted average of the lifetimes in the able for parts to be exposed to TMAE in the drift boxes
plot yields 300 -4-20+60 ps, where the first error is sta- or detectors.

tistical and the second a coarsely estimated systematic. Some of our results, representing many months of
This lifetime corresponds to ten times the drift time for tests spanning over five years of prototyping and construe-
the length of a drift box, which is more than adequate for tion, axe given in the following_they may have some in-
the CRID. terest for the instrument builder. One obvious caveat, is

that surface cleaning or baking procedures can affect these
VII. DRIFT BOX AND DETECTOR results.

MATERIALS TESTS o Ali two-component epoxies we tested we-._ found

to be compatible with TMAE vapors, with the ex-

Building instruments that will be exposed to TMAE ception of Hardman five-minute epoxy. DP-190, 4

vapors requires careful choice of materials and cleaning Hysol_ and Epon 815_ which are used in a ma-procedures, because TMAE is a rather unstable chemi-

cal; it reacts with oxygen in the presence of a few parts jor way in constructing our CILID instrumentation,
were tested repeatedly and successfully.per million of water or alcohol, as well as with common

plastics and composite materials. Some TMAE reaction o Homemade fiberglass-epoxy composites were seen

products have high electron affinity, leading to intolerable to affect electron lifetimes only marginally after
losses of (_Jerenkov photoelectrons, due to attachment to' vacuum baking at 80°C.

o Commercial fiberglass-epoxy laminates (e,g,, fireTMAE decomposition product molecules during drift to
retardant-free G-10) and etched GlO-Copper lain-' the electron detector. For this reason, we have tested ev-

ery component used in drift box or detector construction inates would reduce electron lifetimes by factors
for adverse effects on electron drift lifetimes, of 1.5 to 2, even after repeated vacuum baking at

The method is based on an ionization chamber, the 80°C. Coating ali etched or machined surfaces with
electron lifetime monitor, in which the electrons from a thin layer of DP-190 eliminates the effect

an alpha particle track are collected; see Fig. 2. High

purity methane i_ passed through a bubbler containing 4 3M Inc., St. Paul, MN
TMAE at 28°C, and over samples of materials in ques- 5 The Dexter Company, Olean, NY
tion. The samples have the same sulface area as in one 6 Shell Chemical Co., Houston, TX



o Gold-plated, tin-plated, and alodined metal sur-
faces passed the test, On the Contrary, etched 1.2- , I , I _ I .... I
Beryllium-Copper arrays, which we use to define

the potentials on the drift box windows and as op- _ 0,8
tical blinds in the electron detectors, reduce elec-

tron lifetimes by factors of 2 to 10, probably due
to residuals from the etching process. Tin-plating _ o,4
or electropolishing the etched components totally
eliminated the effect.

o Amongst O-ring materials we discarded Buna be- 0 ....., 160 180 200 220
cause it is readily attacked by TMAE in the liquid .... Wavelength (nra) .......

phase; we found Kalrez-F O-rings to have no effect
on electron drift; Viton has no measurable effect Fig, 12 Transmission of 1 crn of cleaned liquid freon ,.

when used as an O-ring in the testing vessel, but (squares), freon exposed to DP-190 for 107 days (circles),
has a barely measurable effect when about 100 cm2 and freon exposed to G-10 for 128 days (triangles),
of O-ring is.exposed to the TMAE vapor.

VIII, LIQUID RADIATOR MATERIALS AND chemical filters and Zitex 8 teflon particulate filters. After
RECIRCULATOR SYSTEM TESTS approximately four to five passes around the loop, the UV

transparency has improved from ebout 0.3 to 0.6 in the
Proper operation of liquid radiators in the CPdD re- 160 tolg0 nm region, and from about 0.96 to 0,98 in the

quires a heavy liquid highly transparent to ultraviolet region between 190 and 220 nra, relative to what it was
light in the wavelength region between 160 and 220 nm.

when originally received from the manufacturer. 9 Results
We have developed methods to measure this transparency

are shown on Fig. 12.
for the manufacturer-supplied fluorocarbon (C8F14), for
fluorocarbon which has undergone an initial purification To understand the aging and recleaning properties
process, and for the liquid as it ages within the radiators of radiators in continuous use, we tested the two ma-

and is repurified by a recirculation/filtration process, jot components used in building the liquid .radiators,
The measurement technique used a 1 cm absorption G-10 and 3M DP-190 epoxy, suspecting possible outga.s-

path in a quartz cell; a monochromator was used to select ing/leaching/reactivity that could affect the UV trans-

the wavelengths of interest from a deuterium light source parency of the liquid. The materials were immersed in
under a nitrogen purge. The light beam then passed previously-cleaned fluorocarbon and stored in two sep-
through a quartz beam splitter that deflected some of it arate, sealed, electropolished stainless steel containers,

to a photomultiplier tube, while most of the remainder maintained at 40°C and constantly stirred. Samples from
passed through the quartz sample cell and impinged on these containers were tested at ever-lengthening time in-

n second photomultiplier. The ratio of the intensity of tervals, permitting contaminants to build up without any
light transmitted through the cell to that which was de- recirculation. The G-I.eo remained in the fluorocarbon for

fleeted by the beam splitter was made both for the cell a total of 128 days, whereas the DP-190 was sealed for 107
filled with fluorocarbon and purged with boiloff nitrogen, days. The time-dependent effects of the contaminants on

These measurements gave the fraction of UV light trans- the UV spectrum are also shown in Fig. 12, where a mild
mitted through the fluorocarbon relative to nitrogen gas-- G-10 effect and a rather drastic DP-190 effect are seen.
a measurement largely independent of effects of the beam

We then tested the ability of the recirculator to re-splitter, the light source, and absorption by the cell quartz
windows, store the clarity of the liquid, lt was recirculated through

The device which, both initially and in use, recircu- the filters at 4ce/aec for a time corresponding to 12 til-
lates and purifies the fluorocarbon, consists of a reservoir tering passes for the G-10 and 22 passes for the DP-190.

In both cases, the transparency spectrum returned to itsheld at 40°C connected to a high-capacity condenser at
-40°C. Boil-off nitrogen is initially bubbled through the original cleaned character, within a small systematic error
fluorocarbon to deoxygenate it without loss of apprecia- of about 2%--there was some evidence for a loss of trans-
hie amounts of liquid. This process proceeds at a rate of parency of this order. In normal operation, the entire
about 10 liters/hour and reduces the oxygen content from system volume will be filtered every hour; thus, increa.sed
136,000 ppm (by volume) to about 20 ppm. with a loss opacity of the fluorocarbon in the wavelength regions of
of less than I% of the liquid, After this deoxygenation, interest is not anticipated.

the liquid is p.mped around a lot _ containing Oxisorb 7

8 Norton Performance Plastics, Wayne, NJ
7 Messer Grieshiem GMBH, D-4000 Dfisseldorf 30, FRG 9 RTZ Chemical, ISC division, Bristol, UK
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